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(57) ABSTRACT

The invention relates to delivery of short messages to mobile

stations and particularly to delivery of short messages in

mobilityTsupporting packet radio networks that use a mobile

communications network as an access network, to a dual-

mode mobile station in a situation where the mobile station

is not reachable in the packet radio network. The object of

the invention is to minimize unnecessary signalling. The
invention is based on the fact that parameters controlling the

network elements are inserted into the signalling messages

and a flag indicating the state of the mobile station is inserted

into the home location register. The method and radio

network of the invention, the signalling messages may
contain parameters by means ofwhich 1) delivery of a short

message through the secondary network is prevented, 2)

information on the fact that an attempt was made to reach the

mobile station but the attempt was not successful is sent to

the node of the secondary network, 3) the node of the

secondary network is prevented from informing the home
location register of the mobile station of the attach of the

mobile station to the network, 4) information is sent to the

home location register on the fact that the mobile station

cannot be reached through the primary network, and 5)

information is sent to the gateway mobile switching center

for short message service on the fact that the mobile station

can be reached through the primary network even though the

short message was delivered through the secondary network.

19 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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1

DELIVERY OF SHORT MESSAGES IN A
PACKET RADIO NETWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to delivery of short mes-
5

sages to mobile stations and particularly to delivery of short

messages in mobility-supporting packet radio networks that

use a mobile communications network as an access network,

to a dual-mode mobile station in a situation where the

mobile station is not reachable in the packet radio network.

Mobile communications systems have been developed

because there has been a need to free people to move away

from fixed telephone terminals without impairing their avail-

ability. Simultaneously with the increase in the use of
15

various data transfer services at offices, various data services

have also been introduced in mobile communications sys-

tems. Lap-top computers make efficient data processing

possible everywhere the user moves. Mobile communica-
tions networks offer to the user an efficient access network

20
for mobile data transfer, thus providing access to the actual

data networks. For this purpose, various new forms of data

service for the present and future mobile networks are being

planned. Digital mobile communications systems, such as

the pan-European mobile communications system GSM ^
(Global System for Mobile Communications), support

mobile data transfer particularly well.

The General Packet Radio Service GPRS is a new service

in the GSM system, and it is one of the topics ofGSM Phase

2+standardization work at ETSI (European Telecommuni- 30

cations Standards Institute). The GPRS operating environ-

ment comprises one or more subnetwork service areas that

are interconnected by a GPRS backbone network. The
subnetwork comprises a number of packet data service

nodes SN, termed serving GPRS support nodes (SGSN) 35

herein, each being connected to a GSM mobile communi-
cations network (typically base station systems) so as to be

able to offer a packet data service to mobile data terminal

equipment via several base stations, i.e. cells. The interme-

diary mobile communications network offers packet- 40

switched data transfer between the support node and the

mobile data terminals. The different subnetworks for their

part are connected to an external data network, e.g. a public

switched data network PSPDN, via specific GPRS gateway

support nodes GGSN. Hence, the GPRS service allows 45

packet data transfer between mobile data terminals and

external data networks, the GSM network serving as an

access network. The GPRS network architecture is illus-

trated in FIG. 1.

One kind of service of mobile communications networks so

is short message service (SMS). This differs from voice and

data services in that to send a short message, no connection

from the sending party to the receiving party need to be

established, as the short messages are transmitted in the form

of signalling messages. Data transfer by means of short 55

messages is limited to one message only. Short message

services are asymmetric, and the transmission of a mobile-

originated short message is considered a different service

from the transmission of a mobile-terminated short message.

In a GSM network, short messages can be received and sent 60

even during an ongoing call, as short messages are relayed

on control channels. A short message service center SM-SC
is an entity delivering short messages and storing and

retransmitting short messages the delivery of which has

failed. All short messages pass through a short message 65

service center SM-SC. A short message service center can

receive a short message through any network for delivery to

390 Bl

2
a mobile station MS. The short message service center

SM-SC transfers the short message it received to a gateway

mobile switching center for short message service (SMS-
GMSC) for further delivery to a mobile station.An incoming

short message from a mobile station is transmitted via an

interworking mobile switching center for short message

service (SMS-IWMSC) to a short message service center for

further delivery. To provide short message service, a GPRS
network has a serving GPRS support node SGSN connected

to a gateway mobile switching center for short message

service, SMS-GMSC, and to an interworking mobile switch-

ing center for short message service, SMS-IWMSC.
Through these, a mobile station MS attached to a GPRS
network can send and receive short messages on the radio

channels of the GPRS.
The mobility management (MM) activities related to a

GPRS subscriber are characterized by one three different

MM states of the mobile station MS: Idle State, Standby

State, and Ready State. Each state describes a certain level

of functionality and information allocated to the mobile

station MS and to the serving GPRS support node SGSN.
The information sets relating to these states, which are

maintained in the serving GPRS support node SGSN and in

the mobile station MS, are denoted MM contexts. The
context of the serving GPRS support node SGSN comprises

subscriber data, such as the subscriber IMSI, TLLI, and

location or routing data, etc.

In the idle state, the mobile station MS is not reachable

from the point of view of the GPRS network, and the

network holds no current state, location, or routing infor-

mation for the mobile station MS, ix. no MM context. If the

mobile station MS is of dual mode, i.e. is capable of

operating in GPRS and GSM networks, it may be in the

GSM network when being in GPRS-Idle state. The mobile

station MS can move from idle state to ready state by attach

to the GPRS network, and from standby state or ready state

to idle state by detach from the GPRS network.

In the standby and ready states, the mobile station MS is

attached to the GPRS network. The ready state is the actual

data transfer state in which the MS is capable of transmitting

and receiving user data. The MS passes from standby state

to ready state either when the GPRS network pages the

mobile station or when the mobile station MS starts data

transfer or signalling. The mobile station MS may remain in

the ready state (for a time-out preset in a timer) even when
no user data is transferred or no signalling takes place. If the

mobile station is a 'dual mode' mobile station and is in

standby state or ready state, the paging required by circuit-

switched services, e.g. a voice call to be made to the mobile

station, is made through the serving support node SGSN of

the GPRS network. In other words, the GSM paging is

carried out as GPRS paging.

When a short message service center SM-SC receives a

short message SM for delivery to a mobile station MS, the

short message service center forwards it to a gateway mobile

switching center for short message service, SMS-GMSC,
which examines the destination MS address and requests

routing information from the relevant home location register

HLR. The home location register HLR of the GSM network

also contains the GPRS subscriber data and routing infor-

mation. The home location register HLR sends in its mes-

sage the serving GPRS support node (SGSN) address of the

mobile station MS or the VLR address at the mobile services

switching center MSC, or both. If the HLR message contains

only the MSC/VLR address, the short message is delivered

normally through the GSM network. If the HLR message

contains an SGSN address, the gateway mobile switching

06/11/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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center for short message service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the

short message SM to the serving GPRS support node SGSN.
If the mobile station MS is attached to the network and is

reachable, the serving GPRS support node SGSN transfers

the short message SM to the mobile station MS.

However, the serving support node SGSN may not be able

to deliver the short message SM to the mobile station MS on

account of for instance the fact that the radio channel

conditions are poor or the mobile station MS is detached

from the GPRS network, i.e. is in idle state. The HLR is not

aware of the state of the mobile station, it only knows the

addresses. When the serving support node SGSN does not

succeed in delivering the short message to the mobile

station, the serving support node SGSN sets a flag MSNRF
(-Mobile Subscriber Not Reachable Flag) indicating that the

mobile station is not reachable, and sends a failure report to

the SMS-GMSC.

If the routing information received from the home loca-

tion register HLR docs not include the MSC/VLR address,

the SMS-GMSC sends to the home location register HLR a

message indicating that there is a message waiting, deletes

the message from its buffer, and returns a failure report to the

short message service center SM-SC. The HLR updates in

its registers the fields indicating that there is a short message

awaiting this mobile station. If a new short message for the

same mobile station arrives before the mobile station again

becomes attached to the network, an attempt is made to

deliver the new short message because the HLR does not

know that the mobile station is not reachable. In this way,

unnecessary signalling is created in the network, yet the

short message cannot be delivered.

If in addition to the address of the serving support node

SGSN the address of the mobile services switching center

MSC/VLR was received from the home location register

HLR, the gateway mobile switching center for short mes-

sage service, SMS-GMSC, sends the short message SM to

the mobile services switching center MSC/VLR, since the

short message SM could not be delivered through the service

GPRS support node SGSN.

When the mobile station is attached to both networks, the

GSM paging request for the mobile station MS is sent

through the serving GPRS support node SGSN. If the short

message SM could not be delivered to the mobile station MS
through the serving GPRS support node SGSN because the

mobile station attached to the networkwas not reachable, i.e.

did not respond to the paging request, the short message

cannot be delivered through the mobile services switching

center MSC/VLR either, since the mobile station MS is

paged through the serving support node SGSN. On account

of the failed paging, the visitor location register MSC/VLR
sets a flag, Mobile Subscriber Not Reachable Flag

(MSNRF), returns a failure report to the gateway mobile

switching center for short message service, SMS-GMSC,
which again requests the home location register HLR to

update in its registers the fields indicating that a short

message is awaiting this mobile station. Now an indication

of the fact that the mobile station could not be reached is

held in three locations. Furthermore, there is unnecessary

signalling between the mobile services switching center

MSC/VLR and the serving support node SGSN in connec-

tion with the paging, as the outcome is obvious.

When the mobile station again becomes reachable in the

GPRS network, the SGSN sends to the home location

register information on the fact that the mobile station MS
is available. Hie same information is sent to the home
location register by the MSC/VLR when the mobile station

10

20

30

40

45

50

60

65

becomes reachable in the GSM network. The information

sent by either the SGSN or the MSC/VLR is fully

unnecessary, as the first information received by the home
location register will initiate retransmission of the short

message using the above routine. If the mobile station

becomes reachable in the GSM network first, the GPRS is

unnecessarily requested to deliver the short message first.

The above problems will also arise if the network has just

recently detached the mobile station MS, i.e. transferred it to

idle state, on account of the fact that the GPRS network
cannot reach the mobile station, i.e. the mobile station does
not respond to a paging request, for example. However, the

mobile station MS considers itself as being attached to the

GPRS network. In that situation, the mobile services switch-

ing center MSC/VLR attempts to contact the mobile station

on the paging channel of the GSM network, but since the

mobile station is still listening to the paging channel of the

GPRS network, it does not detect the paging message from
the other channel. The page signalling of the mobile services

switching center MSC/VLR is unnecessary, since the out-

come is foreseen. The short message cannot be delivered,

and information about failure will produce an indication

thereof in three locations, thus creating unnecessary signal-

ling between the home location register and the respective

network node.

If the mobile station MS was in idle state when an attempt

was made to send the short message SM through the GPRS
network, sending of the short message SM through the GSM
network may be successful. The flag MSNRF will remain set

in the serving network node SGSN, even though it were

possible to deliver the short message SM (independently of

whether the MSC/VLR was successful in delivering the

short message or not). In consequence, when the MS again

becomes attached to the GPRS network, the SGSN sends to

the home location register a notification of this (Note MS
Present) even if no short message is waiting. If the trans-

mission of the short message SM fails, the visitor location

register VLR sets a flag MSNRF and sends a report on
failure of the delivery of the short message to the SMS-
GMSC. Hence information is held in three locations on the

fact that the mobile station could not be reached, and this

will produce unnecessary signalling as stated above.

In particular, when the mobile station MS is in idle state

a problem is presented by the fact that the home location

register HLR only knows the most recent network addresses

of the mobile station, i.e. the MSC/VLR and SGSN
addresses. Hence, the home location register HLR returns

both addresses in the routing information, even though the

mobile station is not reachable through the GPRS. If the

GPRS is the primary network, an attempt is always made to

first send the message through the GPRS network, thus

creating unnecessary signalling when the mobile station

cannot be reached through the GPRS network.

If there is an ongoing voice call at 'Class B mobile

stations' which cannot simultaneously use packed-switched

services and circuit-switched GSM services, the mobile

station cannot be reached through the GPRS network. The
short message can be directly delivered through the MSC/
VLR as no separate paging is necessary in the GSM network

when there is an established voice connection. However,

when an attempt is made to deliver the short message
through the serving support node SGSN, the serving support

node sets a flag MSNRF as an indication of failure, even

though the failure was due to the fact that the connection was
suspended on account of an ongoing call. When the call is

terminated, information on the fact that the mobile station

MS is present in the GPRS network is unnecessarily sent to

the home location register HLR.
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5 6
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION which the subscriber can obtain the same service via both

« 4 . . . . . . systems. The invention is particularly suitable for use in
The object of the invention is as simple an operation as _ . ^ . JT . t n ,

* „ . /rnDCX •
J

. , *» * *• *l .
implementing the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) m

possible when short messages are sent to mobile stations that ^ Jf . . , n • ^„ .

can operate in two networks
* pan-European digital mobile communications system

can operate in two networks.
5 QSM System fof Mobflc (^mmunications) or cor-

The objects of the invention are achieved with a method responding mobile communications systems, such as DCS
and a radio network which are characterized in that which is 1800 and PCS (Personal Communication System). In the
disclosed in the independent claims. The preferred embodi- following, the primary embodiments of the invention will be
ments of the invention are set forth in the dependent claims. described by means of a GPRS packet radio network formed

In the invention parameters controlling the network ele- 10 by a combination of the GPRS service and the GSM system,

ments are inserted into signalling messages and/or informa- yet without limiting the invention to that kind of particular

tion on reachability of the mobile station is provided in a packet radio system.

subscriber database, such as a home location register. \ illustrates a GPRS packet radio network imple-

In a preferred embodiment of the invention a subscriber mented in the GSM system,

database storing the subscriber data of a mobile subscriber is ^ basic structure 0fa q§m network is composed oftwo
is provided with information on whether the mobile station parts: a Dase station subsystem BSS and a network sub-
is reachable through the primary network or -not If the system NSS. The base station subsystem BSS and the
mobile station is reachable through the primary network, the mobijc stati0ns MS communicate over radio links 14. For
subscriber database responds to a routing information short message service, the GSM network has a connection to
request by sending an address in the primary network and 20 a snort message service center SM-SC. The SM-SC has a
optionally an address in the second network to an interna- connection to a gateway mobile switching center for short
gating network element. If the mobile station is not reach- message service, SMS-GMSC, for delivery of short mes-
able through the primary network, the subscriber database sages xnl to tne mobile station. For a more detailed expo-
responds to a routing information request by sending an sition of me GSM system, reference is made to the ETSI/
address in the secondary network to the interrogating net- 25 GSM recommendations and to The GSM System for Mobile
work element. "Primary network" refers to that part of a Communications, M. Mouly and M. Pautet, Palaiseau,
network through which attempts to reach the mobile station France, 1992, ISBN: 2-9507190-07-7.
are made fiist, in other words the primary route. "Secondary

,n me^ me GPRS system connected to the GSM
network1

refers to that part of a network through which neWork ^ one GpRS network havin one
attempte to reach the mobile station are made if the attempts 30

QpRS ^ SQSN^ one GpRS
to reach the motak station through the primary network

node GQSN ^ different nodes SGSN and
failed, m other words the secondary route. GGSN are interconnected by an Intra-Operator Backbone

Therefore, the advantage of the method and radio network Network,
of the invention is the fact that superfluous signalling is

iiisXobe understood that the GPRS network may have
reduced when short

t
messages are sent to mobile stations that any number 0f support nodes and gateway support nodes,

are not reached at the precise moment or sending through the „ . ™„0 _ , Oj00vr . ,

rim network
The serving GPRS support node SGSN is a node serving

primary ne wor
.

a mobye ^jou ms. Each support node SGSN manages the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES packet data service in the area of one or more cells in a

40 cellular packet radio network. For this purpose, each support
The invention will be described in further detail in the node SGSN is connected (Gb interface) to a specific local

following by means of preferred embodiments with refer- part of the GSM mobile communications system. This
ence to the accompanying drawings, in which connection is typically made to the base station subsystem

FIG. 1 illustrates the GPRS network architecture, BSS.A mobile station MS in a cell communicates across the

FIG. 2 represents a signalling chart in a situation where an 45 radio interface 14 with a base station BTS and further

attempt is made to deliver a short message to a mobile through the mobile communications network with the sup-

station MS that is attached to the GPRS network and to the P°rt node SGSN to whose service area the cell belongs. In

GSM network, principle, the mobile communications network between the

FIG. 3 represents a signalling chart in a situation where an
suPP°rt ?°de SGS" and station MS only relays

attempt is made to deliver a short message to a mobile *° P***6* ^tween ^°a
Fo1 «** P"?0"; me m0^

station that is attached to the GPRS network and to the GSM commumcatons network offers relay of packet-switched

network but is then detached from the GPRS network,
data between the mobile station MS and toe serving

.
t1 . e . . . , support node SGSN. It is to be noted that the mobile

FIG. 4 represents a signalling chart ofcombined attach to communications network only provides a physical connec-
the networks,

5S tion between me mobile station MS and the support node
FIG. 5 represents a signalling chart in a situation where SGSN, and its precise operation and structure have no

short messages are delivered to a mobile station that is essential significance to the invention,

detached from the GPRS network but is attached to the GSM mcn mc mobilc stalion MS becomcs attachcd to thc
network, GpRS network, i.e. in connection with a GPRS Attach

FIG. 6 represents a signalling chart in a situation where a 60 procedure, the SGSN establishes a mobility management
short message is delivered to a mobile station whose GPRS context (MM context) that contains information pertaining

connection is suspended. to the mobility and security of the mobile station MS. For

clarity, reference is made to attach a mobile station to the

network, unreachability of a mobile station etc., in the

65 present application. By a mobile station in this context is

The present invention is suitable for use in various generally meant a mobile unit or a mobile subscriber. In

combinations of two different data transmission systems in other words, one could also speak of attach of a mobile

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
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subscriber to the network, ureachability of a mobile be reached through the GPRS network. To reduce unneces-

subscriber, etc. sary signalling, the gateway mobile switching center for

An association (Gs interface) may be provided between snort message service, SMS-GMSC, should avoid sending

the SGSN and the MSC/VLR. In an association, the visitor of a 511011 message through the GSM network, since the

location register MSC/VLR has stored the SGSN address 5 paging will take place through the GPRS network anyway,

and the class of the mobile station MS, and the SGSN has
m me ^no^ig description, the numbers refer to messages

stored the address of the visitor location register VLR in the
or

f
m ¥lG

-
2

-
. „w ^ r

mobile-related data. Association is only possible for ClassA u
L Thc short message service center SM-SC forwards the

and Class B mobile stations, which may be simultaneously
sho* mess?Se SM Q*™"* Transfer) to the gateway

** u j * l *u j a • i_i r i m mobile switching center for short message service, SMS-
attached to both networks. Association enables for example i

n

IMSI attach and IMSI detach via the serving support node ^ ' ... ... , r , _
SGSN and combined IMStfGPRS attach and defach. IMSI

2
•^^^Tr^r ^ ^^ S

f *
. ... * * . . . service, SMS-GMSC, examines the address of the mobile

attach means attach to the GSM network. Association also
slation MS and b routm information for the short

has the result that in circuit-switched services, i.e. GSM message (Send Routing Mo for Short Message)^ me
services, a mobile station MS is paged via the serving is

hQme localioD register ULR of the mobUe station
support node SGSN, in other words, the mobile services 3 ^ nome location regisler HLR retums an acknowl-
switching center MSC/VLR performs the paging by sending edgement of the request (Send Routing Info for Short
a paging message to the serving support node SGSN, which Message Ack) to the gateway mobile switching center for
converts the paging message to an SGSN paging message. snort meSsage service, SMS-GMSC. The acknowledgement
An association is established when a mobile station is

20 contains the current SGSN address and the MSC/VLR
attached to either one of the networks and becomes attached address of the mobile station MS. Since the acknowledge-

to the other network, or in combined attach or combined ment contains both addresses, an attempt is made to deliver

location updating. The association is released in connection the short message through the serving support node SGSN,
with detach from either network. and if this is not successful, only thereafter through the

The GPRS gateway support node GGSN connects the
25 m°bile sente

?^**?W <*nter MSC/VTJi. The acknowl-

GPRS network of the operator to the GPRS systems of other fdge°ient could contain either address only, if the home

operators and to data networks 11-12, such as an Inter-
locatl°n r

fi

e^ter HI* mdud«*
;

°™ but 10 mat

rC * t> 1 ^ vr ^ 1 ro *, \ n * a v case me final signalling would be different.
Operator Backbone Network. IP network (Internet) or X.25 A ~, A

0
,.7 .it_. A c , ^

* 1 rn. o^.oilt - *• • r 4. The gateway mobile switching center for short message

r^Q K £3?^ Irf^rr™ 30 service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM
GPRS subscribers, ix., SGSN addresses. SGSN and GGSN

(Forward short Message) to the serving support code
functionalities may be combined in the same physical node. SGSN
The home location register HLR of the GSM network 5. The serving support node SGSN attempts to transfer the

comprises GPRS subscriber data and routing information, snort message SM to the mobile station MS but fails

incorporating the International Mobile Subscriber Identity
35 (Message Transfer Failure). Failure may be due to the fact

(IMSI) into this information. HLR maintains in its registers that the mobile station MS is located in a shadow region or

an address list for each subscriber, which contains the the radio channel conditions are otherwise too poor for

addresses of the short message service centers SM-SC successful transmission.

storing short messages awaiting delivery to a mobile station 6. The serving support node SGSN returns a message on
MS. The home location register HLR in accordance with the ^ a failed delivery attempt (Failure Report) to the gateway
invention may also be adapted to maintain in its registers mobile switching center for short message service, SMS-
information on the reachability of the mobile station in the GMSC. In accordance with a first embodiment of the
primary network, which is in the first preferred embodiment invention, this message includes a parameter (not via MSC/
the GPRS network. The serving GPRS support node SGSN VLR) signalling to the gateway mobile switching center far

has a Gr interface to the home location register HLR (direct
45 srjort message service, SMS-GMSC: do not attempt to send

signalling connection or through an intra-operator backbone short message SM through mobile services switching center

network 13). Ihe home location register HLR of a roaming MSC/VLR. The SMS-GMSC analyzes the Failure Report
mobile station MS may be in a ifferent mobile communica- message, and upon detecting the parameter (not via MSC/
tions network than the serving SGSN. VLR) does not transmit the short message through the

The intra-operator backbone network 13, interconnecting 50 MSC/VLR. If the Failure Report message does not include

the predator equipment SGSN and GGSN, may be imple- the parameter (not via MSC/VLR), the SMS-GMSC per-

mented with a local area network, e.g. an IP network. It is forms "GSM paging", as was explained above in connection

to be noted that it is also possible to implement the operator with the description of the prior art. This also happens in

GPRS network without any intra-operator backbone embodiments of the invention in which the parameter (not

network, e.g. by implementing all features in a single 55 via MSC/VLR) is not used at all.

computer. 7. The serving support node SGSN sets a flag MSNRF
The inter-operator backbone network is a network indicating that despite attempts the mobile station has not

through which the gateway support nodes GGSN of different been reached.

operators can communicate with one another. 8. The gateway mobile, switching center for short mes-

F1G. 2 illustrates signalling in accordance with the inven- 60 sage service, SMS-GMSC, sends a Set Message Waiting

tion in a situation where a mobile station MS is attached to Data message to the home location register HLR of the

the GPRS network as well as to the GSM network, and an mobile station MS. In accordance with the first embodiment
association is established. The short message service center of the invention, this message also includes a parameter (MS
SM-SC has received a short message SM for delivery to the not GPRS) indicating that the mobile station MS cannot be

mobile station MS, but the mobile station cannot be reached 65 reached through the GPRS network. The last-mentioned

by the GPRS network on account of roaming to a shadow parameter is explained in greater detail in connection with

region, for example, and thus the mobile station MS cannot FIG. 5.
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9. The home location register HLR acknowledges receipt 20. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-

of the message (Set Message Waiting Data Ack) to the sage service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM
gateway mobile switching center for short message service, (Forward Short Message) to the serving support node SGSN
SMS-GMSC (same as step 4).

10. The home location register HLR updates its registers 5 21. The serving support node SGSN transfers the short

(Message Waiting Indication Fields) by inserting thereinto
message SM to the mobile station MS (Message Transfer),

an indication of a message waiting at the short message 22. The serving support node SGSN returns a message on

service center SM-SC for delivery to the mobile station MS. successful delivery (Delivery Report) to the gateway mobile

Furthermore, in the primary embodiment of the invention
sw*=bing center for short message service, SMS-GMSC

the HLR sets a flag (MS not GPRS) indicating that the 10 23. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-

mobile station MS cannot be reached through the GPRS service SMS^MSC returns messages on successful

network if the message sent in step 8 included said param- fj^JP^l *ep0rt) t0 ***
.

home

eter (MS not GPRS). The flag is retained as long as the short
Hl* and tolbe message wvioc center SM-SC

message waiting data is retained.
B* P^eter *do nol

.

attemPt
.
"> ?«* short

*
„ message SM through mobile services switching centre

11. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes- MSC/VLR* into the message sent to the gateway mobile
sage service, SMS-GMSC returns a message on a failed

switching for&0Ti messa e SMS-GMSC, in
delivery attempt (Failure Report) to the short message stcp 6> thc prcviously described unnecessary signalling
service center SM-SC, which stores the short message SM betwccn ^ mobflc scrvioes ^ntcr MSC/VLR
for later delivery. ^ and me gateway mobile switching center for short message

12. The mobile station MS again becomes reachable in the service, SMS-GMSC, and the signalling caused by the
GPRS network for example through updating its routing paging of the mobile station is avoided. The GSM paging
area^ and the serving support node SGSN receives a message would have been carried out through the same serving
on the presence of the MS (Routing Area Update Complete). support node SGSN through which paging just failed.

The mobile station may also indicate by other means that it
2S

Furthermore, setting of the flag MSNRF in the visitor

is again reachable and utilize other messages than the above. location register VLR and the resultant unnecessary signal-

What is essential is that the serving support cell detects that ling between the mobile services switching center MSC and
the mobile station can be reached. the home location register HLR, also among the drawbacks

13. The serving GPRS support node SGSN detects that of the prior art approaches, are avoided.

the flag MSNRF is set, clears the flag and sends information 30 When in step 8 a parameter indicating that the mobile
on the fact that the mobile station is again reachable (Note station is not reachable through the GPRS network (Set

MS present) to the home location register HLR. Message Waiting Data) is inserted into the message and the

14. The home location register HLR detects that there is home location register HLR updates this information in its

a short message SM awaiting delivery to the mobile station registers in step 10, unnecessary paging operations in the

SM and sends an alert message (Alert Service Center) to the 35 GPRS network can be avoided until the home location

gateway mobile switching center for short message service, register has received the information that the mobile station

SMS-GMSC. is again reachable through the GPRS (i.e., until step 15 in the

15. The home location register HLR updates its Message e^mple of FIG. 2). When the HLR receives the. MS routing

Waiting Indication Fields by deleting therefrom the indica-
formation inquiry, it checks whether the MS has a param-

tion of a message waiting for delivery to the mobile station « eter (MS not GPRS). If the parameter (MS not GPRS) is

MS. At the same time, the HLR clears the flag (MS not Prcscnt-
mc HLR rcsPoads to thc rout">g information

GPRS) in accordance with the invention which indicates that
b* xisdm& *** addrcss of mc mobilc ^ces

the mobile station MS cannot be reached through the GPRS switching center MSC/Vlil only (i.e., the SGSN address is

network.
not S^cn 10 me response). This has the advantage, for

i£ r~ . . -, ... c u _ 45 instance, of eliminating unnecessary attempts to deliver
16. TTie gatewayjaoWe switching center for short r^s-

short me tnrough
6
me GPRS network, as the messages

sage service SMS-GMSC, sends an alert message (AJert CMmQ{ be d
&
elivered£ destination!^ same Morm ÔQ

Service Center) to the short message service center SM-SC
can be utflized in other GpRS ^ ^ If the

17. The short message service center SM-SC forwards the parameter (MS not GPRS) is not present (e.g. prior to step
short message SM (Message Transfer) to the gateway

J0 iq and afrer step 15 in the example of FIG. 2), the HLR
mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- responds to the routing information inquiry by sending the
GMSC (same as step 1). address of the mobile services switching center MSC/VLR

18. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes- and the SGSN address. This also happens in embodiments of

sage service, SMS-GMSC, examines the address of the the invention in which the parameter (MS not GPRS) is not

mobile station MS and requests routing information for the 55 used at all.

short message (Send Routing Info for Short Message) from ! the above first embodiment of the invention, both
the home location register HLR of the mobile station (same parameters, "do not attempt to send short message SM
as step 2). through mobile services switching center MSC/VLR" and

19. The home location register HLR returns an acknowl- "mobile subscriber not reachable through GPRS network",

edgement of the request (Send Routing Info for Short 60 have been used; this gives the best result from the point of

Message Ack) to the gateway mobile switching center for view of signalling. It is to be noted, however, that it is

short message service, SMS-GMSC The acknowledgement possible to use only one of these parameters and thereby

contains the current SGSN address and the MSC/VLR reduce the number of signalling messages as compared to

address of the mobile station MS. Since the acknowledge- the prior art. If one of the parameters is omitted, also the

ment contains both addresses, an attempt is made to deliver 65 signalling will be different from that described above.

the short message through the serving support node SGSN The steps have not been set out in absolute time sequence,

(same as step 3). Some of the above-described steps may take place simulta-
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neously or in a different order. Such steps include steps 6 and 10. The home location register HLR updates its registers

7, 9 and 10, 12 and 13, 14 and IS, and 22 and 23. (Message Waiting Indication Fields) by inserting thereinto

FIG. 3 represents signalling in a similar situation as in an indication of a message waiting at the short message

FIG. 2. The only difference lies in that the mobile station MS service center SM-SC for delivery to the mobile station MS
is detached from the GPRS network after unsuccessful 5 and sets a flag (MS not GPRS) indicating that the mobile

delivery of a short message SM. To ensure as rapid delivery station MS cannot be reached through the GPRS network if

of short messages as possible, the visitor location register the message sent in step 8 included said information.

MSC/VLR must also be caused to alert the home location 11. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-

register HLR of the presence of the mobile station in the sage service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on a failed

network. In the following description, the numbers refer to 10 delivery attempt (Failure Report) to the short message

messages or steps in FIG. 3. Steps 1-11 are the same as in service center SM-SC, which stores the short message SM
FIG. 2. for later delivery.

1. The short message service center SM-SC forwards the 12. The mobile station is detached from the GPRS net-

short message SM (Message Transfer) to the gateway work. Detach from the GPRS may be due either to the fact

mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- 15
that the serving support node SGSN makes a detach decision

GMSC. as the mobile station MS does not respond to a paging

2. The gateway mobile switching center for short message request, or to the fact that the stand-by time expires and both

service, SMS-GMSC, examines the address of the mobile ^ mobne statioD MS md ^ suPPort node GPRS

station MS and requests routing information for the short „ uPdate m MM context an indication of the MS having

message (Send Routing Info for Short Message) from the changed to idle state. In the lastmentioned alternative, the

home location register HLR of the mobile station. mobile station MS can be reached through the GSM net-

work
3. The home location register HLR returns an acknowl-

edgement of the request (Send Routing Info for Short
13

*^ GPRS suPPort node SGSN ^icates to

Message Ack) to the gateway mobile switching center for 25
mobile **™ces switching center MSC/VLR that the

short message service, SMS-GMSC. The acknowledgement association is released. In accordance with a second embodi-

contains the current SGSN address and the MSC/VLR ment of the invention, the serving support node SGSN sends

address of the mobile station MS. Since the acknowledge- " me messaSe a parameter (put MSNRF on) com-

ment contains both addresses, an attempt is made to deliver
ending the viator location register MSC/VLR to set a flag

the short message through the serving support node SGSN, 30
MSNRF.

and if this is not successful, only thereafter through the 14 - uP°n receipt of the parameter (put MSNRF on) from

mobile services switching center MSC/VLR. The acknowl- foe serving support node SGSN, the visitor location register

edgement could contain either address only, if the home MSC/VLR sets a flag MSNRF as an indication of the fact

location register HLR included only one address, but in that mat mc mobile station cannot be reached in the GSM
case the signalling would be different. 35 network.

4. The gateway mobile switching center for short message By inserting in step 13 a parameter (put MSNRF on) in

service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM accordance with the second embodiment of the invention

(Forward Short Message) to the serving support node into the message sent from the serving support node SGSN
SGSN. to me mobile services switching center MSC/VLR, in con-

S.lheservingsupportnodeSGSNattemptstotransferthe « f«l
U6noc of * .MSNRF is set in the viator

short message SM to the mobile station MS but fails
lo
u
catlon K^el MS

t

C/YI
T
R m ll »s

i

ensured **l •»*

(Message Transfer Failure). Failure may be due to the fact
sh°rt message can be delivered at the earliest opportunity

that the mobile station MS is located in a shadow region or
wl™ *"?T^6 sta

(

U
.

on
f

e^*^",her netw°^ Wl*"

the radio channel conditions are otherwise too poor for
fla

«
^ "* m «?»U'** Aot}

m^ ?^
WOf

successful transmission. « be delivered only after the mobile station is attached to the

„ ^ J GPRS network.
6. The serving support node SGSN returns a message on _ . ^. . . , ..... . . .

a failed deliver? attempt (Failure Report) to the gafeway
B*^?8 * Pa™meter

K .,

do not attempt to send short

mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- „
S

,

M moblle
""T"?

SW1 clun&
pwcp ™, uj * / * • weoi MSC/VLR mto the message sent to the gateway mobile
GMSC. The message includes a parameter (not via MSC/ ... . r . _ 6

. |wc 'wo^ .

\n n\ • it- * 7l * l-1 •* u- * r 50 switching center for short message service, SMS-GMSC, in
VLR) signalling to the gateway mobile switching center for . £

&
. „. , t. .

6
. ~ ' . .

'

short menage service, SMS-GMSC: do not attempt to send
steP ^T" 7* mobfl*f™*5

,,

short message SM through mobile services switching center
MSC/VLR and the gateway mobile swuctnng center

MSC/VLR for short message service, SMS-GMSC, and the signalling

„ ™ . caused by paging of the mobile station is avoided. The
7. The serving support node SGSN sets a flag MSNRF

55 paging would havc^ carricd out through mc
indicaUng that despite attempts the mobile station has not support node SGSN.

If a parameter indicating that the mobile station cannot be
8. The gateway mobile switching center for short message reached through the GPRS network is inserted into the

service, SMS-GMSC, sends a Set Message Waiting Data message in step 8, and the home location register HLR
message to the home location register HLR of the mobile ^ updates that information in its registers in step 10, the home
station MS. The message preferably also includes informa- location register sends only the address of the mobile
lion on the fact that the mobile station MS cannot be reached services switching center MSC/VLR in response to a routing
through the GPRS network (MS not via GPRS). information request for the mobile station MS until a time

9. The home location register HLR acknowledges receipt when this information is available in the register (i.e., until

of the message (Set Message Waiting Data Ack) to the 65 step 15). This has the advantage, for instance, of eliminating

gateway mobile switching center for short message service, unnecessary attempts to deliver short messages through the

SMS-GMSC. GPRS network, as the messages cannot be delivered to
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destination. The same information can be utilized in other only be attached to one network at a time. FIG. 4 shows the

GPRS services as well. outcome of combined attach. An association has been estab-

The delivery of the short message is dependent on how the lishcd already prior to the signalling shown in the figure.

mobile station MS wfll attach to the networks. If the mobile
Sm<? '° tn« GSM network GMSI-attach) of a mobile

station indicates its presence in the GSM network (IMSI 5 station MS already attached to the GPRS network is per-

attach) first, the short message is sent through the GSM forme
f ""^ ^.PP0" ™«* SG™' "J™""-

network in the normal way. If the parameter "mobile sub- I™^/
i_ * *i . *_ . onn [, . . „ . 4 , similar, only the names or the messages may be dinerent, m

scriber not reachable through GPRS network* is not used, ^ mQW£ descri tioQj me num£n5^ t0 me or
the gateway mobile switching center for short message

steps in pjG 4
sendee, SMS-GMSC, receives the addresses of both net- 10 ^ ^ statioQ M§ admowledbes the attach
works and attempts first to send the short message through (AtUch 0^*.) to ^ support nodc SGSN.
the GPRS network without success, and only thereafter

2 ^ rt cell SQSN^ m acknowle(fee.

through the GSM network. However the delivery of the mcnt of thc attach of mc mobilc statioQ MS to thc GSM
short message will be successful, as the mobile station MS network (TMSI Reallocation Complete) to the visitor loca-
listens to the GSM control channels and the GSM paging is 15

tfon register MSC/VLR. The acknowledgement includes a
carried out as normal paging since there is no association. parameter in accordance with a third embodiment of the
However, the flag MSNRF remains set in the serving GPRS invention (put MSNRF off), commanding the visitor loca-

support node. When the mobile station MS is then attached tion register MSC/VLR to clear the flag MSNRF.
to the GPRS network, the serving support node SGSN clears 3 vi^Ux location register MSC/VLR clears the flag
the flag and sends a message about the arrival of the MS in 20 MSNRF
the network to the home location register HLR, which then R the parameter "put MSNRF off" into the
deletes-the parameter ^mobile subscriber not reachable me ^ to me visitor location register in ^ 2 ,

through GPRS network from its register, if such a param-
unncccssary signalling between the mobile services switch-

eter is m use. mg center MSC and the home location register HLR caused
If the mobile station attaches to the GPRS network first or by me gag MSNRF is avoided. The same result is achieved

performs combined attach, the delivery of the short message if the visitor location register MSC/VLR is adapted not to

SM to the mobile station MS takes place through the GPRS inform the home location register HLR that the mobile
network using the signalling described in connection with station MS is reachable in the network upon receipt of a

FIG. 2 (steps 13-23). ^ GSM attach acknowledgement from the serving support

All three parameters, "do not attempt to send short node SGSN. The same principle can also be applied if a

message SM through mobile services switching center mobile station attached to the GSM network becomes

MSC/VLR", "mobile subscriber not reachable through attached to the GPRS network when the home location

GPRS network", and "put MSNRF on", have been used in register does not maintain information on the fact that the

the second embodiment of the invention described above;
35

mobile station cannot be reached through the GPRS net-

this will give the best result from the point of view of work.

signalling. It is to be noted, however, that also one or two of FIG. 5 shows the signalling needed to deliver a short

these parameters may be used and the number of signalling message SM when the mobile station is detached from the

messages reduced as compared to the prior art. If one or GPRS network but is attached to the GSM network. To
more of the parameters is omitted, also the signalling will ^ reduce unnecessary signalling, the gateway mobile switch-

differ from that described above. ing center for short message service, SMS-GMSC, should

The steps have not been set out in absolute time sequence avoid sending of a short message through the GSM network,

in FIG. 3. Some of the above-described steps may take place since the paging will take place through the GPRS network

simultaneously or in a different order. Such steps include anyway. In the following description, the numbers refer to

steps 6 and 7, and 9 and 10. 45 messages or steps in FIG. 5.

FIG. 4 represents signalling in accordance with a third ^ snort message service center SM-SC forwards the

embodiment of the invention, by means of which the flag snort message SM (Message Transfer) to the gateway

MSNRF set in the visitor location register MSC/VLR can be mobile switching center for short message service, SMS-

cleared if the mobile station MS is attached to the GPRS GMSC.

network and becomes attached to the GSM network or 50 2. The gateway mobile switching center for short message

performs combined attach. In that case, the short message service, SMS-GMSC, examines the address of the mobile

has been/will be delivered to the mobile station MS through station MS and requests routing information for the short

the GPRS network, and the flag MSNRF set in the visitor message (Send Routing Info for Short Message) from the

location register MSC/VLR is unnecessary and causes home location register HLR of the mobile station,

superfluous signalling. The signalling shown in FIG. 4 may 55 3. The home location register HLR returns an acknowl-

well be combined with the signalling shown in FIG. 3, but edgement of the request (Send Routing Info for Short

it may also be implemented without insertion of the param- Message Ack) to the gateway mobile switching center for

eters "do not attempt to send short message SM through short message service, SMS-GMSC. The acknowledgement

mobile services switching center MSC/VLR" and "mobile contains the current SGSN address and the MSC/VLR
subscriber not reachable through GPRS network", or in such 60 address of the mobile station MS. Since the acknowledge

-

a way that only one of the parameters is inserted. Simulta- ment contains both addresses, an attempt is made to deliver

neously with the signalling shown in FIG. 4, the delivery of the short message through the serving support node SGSN,
the short message SM to the mobile station MS through the and if this is not successful, only thereafter through the

GPRS network can be carried out by using the signalling mobile services switching center MSC/VLR. The acknowl-

described in connection with FIG. 2 (steps 13-23). The 65 edgement could contain only one of the addresses, in which

signalling shown in FIG. 4 may be carried out for a case an attempt would be made to deliver the short message

dual-mode mobile station; a single-mode mobile station can through one network only.
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4. The gateway mobile switching center for short message short message service, SMS-GMSC. The acknowledgement

service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM contains only the current MSC/VLR address of the mobile

(Forward Short Message) to the serving support node station MS, since the home location register HLR has a flag

SGSN. "mobile subscriber MS not reachable through GPRS net-

5. The serving support oodeSGSN detects that the mobile 5 work" set.

station MS is detached from the GPRS network (MS=GPRS 18. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-

detach). sage service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM
6. The serving support node SGSN returns a message on (Forward Short Message) to the mobile services switching

a failed delivery attempt (Failure Report) to the gateway center MSC/VLR (same as step 8).

mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- 10
19. The mobile services switching center MSC/VLR

GMSC. transfers the short message to the mobile station MS
7. The serving support node SGSN sets a flag MSNRF (Message Transfer) normally through the GSM network,

indicating that despite attempts the mobile station has not Since the mobile station MS was detached from the GPRS
been reached. network, it was listening to the GSM paging channel and the

8. The gateway mobile switching center for short message
15

delivery of the short message SM was successful (same as

service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM steP 9)

(Forward Short Message) to the mobile services switching 20. The mobile services switching center MSC/VLR
center MSC/VLR. returns a message on a successful delivery (Delivery Report)

9. The mobile services switching center MSC/VLR trans- 2o
to me mobile switching center for short message

fers the short message to the mobile station MS (Message service, SMS-GMSC (same as step 10).

Transfer) normally through the GSM network. Since the 21. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-
mobile station MS was detached from the GPRS network, it sage service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on successful

was listening to the GSM paging channel and the delivery of delivery (Delivery Report) to the short message service

the short message SM was successful. 25 center SM-SC (same as step 11).

10. The mobile services switching center MSC/VLR 22. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-
returns a message on successful delivery (Delivery Report) sage service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on successful

to the gateway mobile switching center for short message delivery (Delivery Report) to the home location register

service, SMS-GMSC. HLR of the mobile station MS. In this case, the a gateway

11. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes- 30 mobile switching center for short message service, SMS-
sage service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on successful GMSC, does not insert the parameter "mobile subscriber

delivery (Delivery Report) to the short message service MS not reachable through the GPRS network** into the

center SM-SC. message.

12. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes- 23. The mobile station again becomes attached to the

sage service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on successful 35 GPRS network (Attach Complete), to the nearest serving

delivery (Delivery Report) to the home location register support node SGSN.
HLR of the mobile station MS. In accordance with a fourth 24. The serving GPRS support node SGSN detects that a

embodiment of the invention, the gateway mobile switching flag MSNRF is set, clears the flag and sends information on
center for short message service, SMS-GMSC, inserts a mc fact that the mobile station MS is again reachable (Note
parameter indicating that the mobile station MS cannot be 40 MS present) to the home location register HLR.
reached through the GPRS network (MS not via GPRS) into ^ ^ home location register HLR clears me flag
the message. The gateway mobile switching center for short indicating that the MS is not reachable through the GPRS
message service either inserts the parameter implicitly, since networlc Thereafter it gives both the SGSN address and the
it received a failure report from

_
the serving support node MSC/VLR address for the mobile station in response to a

SGSN, or the failure report sent in step 6 may also mclude 45
routin information request,

a parameter causing insertion of a parameter "mobile sub- . . „

scriber MS not reachable through GPRS network' into the
B* Y?°T* u'J^T .

message sent to the home location register.
reac^b

!

e
^
new^ "*

4 _ *
, _ t w t JT . - to the home location register HLR in step 12 and by

13. The home location register HLR sets a flag mchcating mamtainin a flag in ^ rcgisters of the homc location
that the mobile station MS cannot be reached through the

registcr HLR, unnecessary signalling between the gateway
GPRS network (MS not GPRS). ^ \0T^ SMS

y
_

14. The short message service center receives a new short GMSC, and the serving support node SGSN is avoided
message for delivery to the mobile station MS. during the time the mobile station is detached from the

15. The short message service center SM-SC forwards the
55 GPRS network. The above parameter can also be utilized in

short message SM (Message Transfer) to the gateway other data transmission than short messages. Moreover, the

mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- signalling message sent in step 24 is significant as it pro-

GMSC (same as step 1). duces a change in the home location register HLR.

16. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes- n is not worth-while to send the parameter "mobile
sage service, SMS-GMSC, examines the address of the go subscriber MS not reachable through the GPRS network" to

mobile station MS and requests routing information for the the home location register HLR when the mobile station

short message (Send Routing Info for Short Message) from becomes detached from the network, as signalling for detach
the home location register HLR of the mobile station (same only takes place between the mobile station MS and the

as step 2). serving support node SGSN. There is no purpose for extra

17. The home location register HLR returns an acknowl- 65 signalling toward the home location register, since it is by no

edgement of the request (Send Routing Info for Short means certain mat attempts are made to deliver short mes-

Message Ack) to the gateway mobile switching center for sages to the mobile station during the time it is detached
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from the network. Normal signalling is utilized in the (Forward Short Message) to the mobile services switching

invention, thereby reducing unnecessary signalling. center MSC/VLR.

If the GSM network had not succeeded in delivering the 8 - The mobile services switching center MSC/VLR trans-

short message, the above-described signalling would have fers mc 50011 message (Message Transfer) to the mobile

been slightly different. In that case, in step 12 the Set 5 station MS normally through the GSM network.

Message Waiting Data message (same as in step 8, FIG. 2) 9 * mobile services switching center MSC/VLR
would have been sent to the home location register and the renlrns a message on successful delivery (Delivery Report)

parameter "mobile subscriber MS not reachable through to ^e gateway mobile switching center for short message

GPRS network" would have been inserted into the message,
service, SMS-GMSC.

exactly as was done in step 12 in the above description. 10 10. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-

Insertion of the parameter has the same effect on the ^f?
service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on successful

operation of the home location register HLR regardless of StoSl^^
*

into which message the parameter is inserted. „ , _ '
t „^ .

' ^ , , , . 11. The gateway mobile switching center for short mes-
The steps set out in FIG. 5 are not in absolute time sage service, SMS-GMSC, returns a message on successful

sequence. Some of the abovendescribed steps may take place delivery pelivery Report) to the home location register
simultaneously or in a different order. Such steps include HLR of the mobile station MS. In this case, the gateway
steps 4 and 5, 7 and 8, 11 and 12, and 21 and 22. mobile switching center for short message service, SMS-

FIG. 6 represents signalling in the case of a dual-mode GMSC, does not insert the parameter which indicates that

telephone that is not capable of simultaneously being in
2Q

the mobile station MS cannot be reached through the GPRS
circuit-switched connection (e.g. in a voice call) and receiv- network and which was described in detail in connection

ing data packets, i.e. a 'Class B telephone'. The GPRS nG * 5 mto me message, even though said parameter

connection of such a telephone is suspended for the time the
were m since message received by the gateway

mobile services switching center MSC/VLR is in connected mobile switching center for short message service included

state. Short messages arc very easy to send to a mobile
2$

Parameter "mobile subscriber MS reachable through the

station MS in circuit-switched connection, as an existent
ne

,

or
.

*
. . , , . . , , .

GSM channel can be used for their delivery. In the following
the

.

euurt-swiUtod correction is released, the

description, the numbers refer to messages or steps in FIG.
mobile servic^ switching center MSC/VLR^sends a mes-

^ sage (Resume) to the serving support node SGSN, and on
the basis of this message the serving support node can

1. The short message service center SM-SC forwards the 30 resume the packet-switched data transfer. Since the Resume
short message SM (Message Transfer) to the gateway message does not direct the SGSN to inform the home
mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- location register HLR of the fact that the mobile station MS
GMSC. is again reachable, insertion of the parameter in step 7 as

2. The gateway mobile switching center for short message described above ensures that the short messages are deliv-

service, SMS-GMSC, examines the address of the mobile 35 ered primarily through the GPRS network. Otherwise an

station MS and requests routing information for the short
attempt would be made to deliver them through the GSM

message (Send Routing Info for Short Message) from the
network which at any rate would perform the paging of the

home location register HLR of the mobile station. mobile station as GPRS paging using the serving support

3. The borne location register HLR returns an acknowl- ?°t
S
°T' ^ W°Uld

^
nneccssar

y^Jf*
edgement of the request (Send Routing Info for Short « between the mobile services switaning center MSC/VLR

Message Ack) to fegMy mobile switching center for
support node SGSN. The unnecessary sig-

short message service, SMS-GMSC. Tne acknowledgement
na^g^ aV0lded ^ mCSSage duBcfl*

contains the current SGSN address and the MSC/VLR to *e f™^^n node SGSN

address of the mobile station MS. Since the acknowledge-
Furthermore, if for some reason it were not possible to

ment contains both addresses, an attempt is made to deliver
dekver me ^°rt message m step 9 to the mobile station MS,

the short message through the serving support node SGSN, me 8atewav switohing for short message

and if this is not successful, only thereafter through the
service, SMS-GMSC, detects upon receipt of a failure report

mobile services switching center MSC/VLR. message from the mobile services switching center MSC/
A _ r VLR that the mobile station MS is reachable through the

• S^JS^""^?"8.^ -
meSS

^5 SO GPRS network and sends the short message for rctransmis-
semce SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM skm ^^ rt nod7^N. since in step

sgZ
Sem08 S

9 *" *0tt messa*6 "uld °ot * dclivered
'
the^

switched connection was released and the serving support
5. The serving support node SGSN detects that the mobile node SGSN can again attempt to transmit to the mobile

station MS is suspended from the GPRS network.
55 slation MS through the GPRS network.

6. The serving support node SGSN returns a message on The steps shown in FIG. 6 have not been set out in

a failed delivery attempt (Failure Report) to the gateway absolute time sequence, but some of the above-described
mobile switching center for short message service, SMS- steps may take place simultaneously or in a different order.

GMSC. In accordance with a fifth embodiment of the Such steps include steps 10 and 11.

invention, a parameter (GPRS reachable) is inserted into the ^ Each of the parameter insertions described in connection
message, indicating that the mobile station is reachable with the figures above can be carried out independently of
through the GPRS network immediately after the circuit- other parameter insertions, and insertions may be freely
switched connection has been released. In this case, the combined to avoid unnecessary signalling. The names of the
serving support node SGSN does not set a flag MSNRF, signalling messages may differ from those set out above, but
since the mobile station is suspended. 65 me information transmitted in the messages is the same. The

7. The gateway mobile switching center for short message messages may also include more information than what is

service, SMS-GMSC, forwards the short message SM stated above.
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For the sake of clarity the invention is described above

assuming that the primary network is a GPRS network. The
primary network can also be a GSM network. An operator

can also choose which route or network is the primary

network and which is the secondary network. s

The accompanying drawings and the description pertain-

ing to them are only intended to illustrate the present

invention. Different variations and modifications to the

invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art, without

departing from the scope and spirit of the invention defined 10

in the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for delivering short messages to a mobile

station operating in two different networks capable of deliv-

ering short messages, one of the networks being a primary 15

network and the other one being a secondary network so that

attempts to reach, a mobile station are primarily made
through the primary network first, and the mobile station

may be attached to the primary and secondary network

simultaneously, wherein if a short message cannot be deliv- 20

ered to the mobile station through the primary network, the

method comprising:

sending information to a home location register on the

fact that the mobile station is not reachable through the

primary network, and 25

the next time the home location register is interrogated

about routing information for the mobile station, send-

ing an address in the secondary network.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein when the

mobile station is again reachable through the primary
30

network,

the information according to which the mobile station

cannot be reached through the primary network is

cleared from the home location register in response to
35

a message sent by the primary network,

the next time the home location register is interrogated

about the routing information for the mobile station, the

addresses of the primary and secondary networks are

sent. 40
3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein if the

mobile station is attached to the primary network and the

short message delivery through the primary network fails,

delivery of the short message through the secondary

network is prevented. 45

4. The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein if the

mobile station becomes detached from the primary network,

information is sent to the node of the secondary network

on the fact that an attempt has been made to reach the

mobile station but the attempt has not been successful. 50

5. The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein if the

mobile station becomes attached to the secondary network

through the primary network, the node of the secondary

network is prevented from informing the home location

register of the mobile station of the mobile station becoming 55

attached to the secondary network by deleting from the node

of the secondary network said information on the fact that an

attempt has been made to reach the mobile station but the

attempt has not been successful.

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein one of the 60

networks is a GPRS network and the other one is a GSM
network.

7. A method for delivering short messages to a mobile

station operating in two different networks capable of deliv-

ering short messages, one of the networks being a primary 65

network and the other one being a secondary network so that

attempts to reach the mobile station are primarily made

,390 Bl

20
through the primary network first, the connection of said

mobile station in the primary network being suspended for

the time the mobile station is in communication through the

secondary network, wherein if a short message is delivered

during the time the primary network connection is

suspended,

a flag indicating the attempt to reach the mobile station is

kept deactivated, and

an indication of the fact that the mobile station can be
reached through the primary network is sent in a failure

report message.

8. A method for delivering short messages to a mobile

station operating in two different networks capable of deliv-

ering short messages, one of the networks being a primary

network and the other one being a secondary network so that

attempts to reach the mobile station are primarily made
through the primary network first, wherein if the mobile

station becomes attached to the secondary network through

the primary network, the node of the secondary network is

prevented from informing the home location register of the

mobile station becoming attached to the secondary network

by ensuring that the information possibly held in the node of

the secondary network on the fact that an attempt has been

made to reach the mobile station but the attempt has not been

successful is deleted.

9. A method for delivering short messages to a mobile

station operating in two different networks capable of deliv-

ering short messages, one of the networks being a primary

network and the other one being a secondary network so that

attempts to reach the mobile station are primarily made
through the primary network first, said mobile station being

attached to the primary network, wherein delivery of the

short message through the secondary network is prevented if

the short message cannot be delivered to the mobile station

through the primary network and it is obvious that delivery

of the short message through the secondary network will not

be successful either.

10. A method for delivering short messages to a mobile

station operating in two different networks capable of deliv-

ering short messages, one of the networks being a primary

network and the other one being a secondary network so that

attempts to reach the mobile station are primarily made
through the primary network first, and the mobile station

may be attached to the primary and secondary network

simultaneously, the method comprising:

providing a subscriber database with information on
whether a mobile station is reachable through a primary

network,

receiving a routing information request at a subscriber

database,

sending an address in the primary network and optionally

an address in a secondary network as a routing infor-

mation response, if the mobile station is reachable

through the primary network, and

sending an address in the secondary network as a routing

information response, if the mobile station is not reach-

able through the primary network.

11. A cellular packet radio system, comprising:

at least one mobile station,

at least one packet radio support node connected to a

digital cellular radio network offering to said at least

one packet radio support node a radio interface for

packet-switched data transfer with said at least one
mobile station,

at least one gateway mobile switching center for short

message service connected to the at least one packet
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10

15

20

30

radio support node and to the digital cellular radio

network for delivery of short messages to the at least

one mobile station,

at least one home location register for maintaining routing

addresses for the at least one mobile station,

the at least one gateway mobile switching center for short

message service to deliver a mobile-terminated short

message primarily through a serving packet radio sup-

port node of a packet radio network using an address of

the packet radio network and to attempt retransmission

of the short message through the digital cellular radio

network in response to a failure report message

received from the serving packet radio support node if

the home location register gives both network

addresses,

the digital cellular radio network pages the mobile station

through the. serving packet radio support node of the

packet radio network each time the mobile station is

simultaneously attached to both networks,

wherein if the serving packet radio support node does not

succeed in delivering the short message to the mobile

station,

the packet radio support node inserts into said failure

report message sent to gateway mobile switching center

for short message service information preventing the 25

gateway mobile switching center from retransmitting

the short message through the digital cellular radio

network.

12. The cellular packet radio system as claimed in claim

11, wherein when the mobile station becomes detached from

the packet radio network,

the serving packet radio support node inserts into a

message informing the digital cellular radio network of

the detach, an indication of the fact that the mobile

station could not be reached, and

the digital cellular radio network marks in the digital

cellular radio network's register that the mobile station

could not be reached in response to receipt of said

indication.

13. A cellular packet radio system, comprising:

at least one mobile station that can be simultaneously

attached to a packet radio network and a cellular radio

network,

at least one packet radio support node connected to a
45

digital cellular radio network offering to said at least

one packet radio support node a radio interface for

packet-switched data transfer with said at least one

mobile station,

at least one home location register storing information on 50
which networks the mobile station is attached to,

wherein

the support node of the packet radio network sends

information to the digital cellular radio network when
the mobile station becomes attached to the digital 55

cellular radio network through the support node, and

the digital cellular radio network, in response to receipt of

said information from the packet radio support node,

clears the indication possibly held in its registers on the

fact that the mobile station could not be reached and not

to send to the home location register an indication of

the attach of the mobile station to the cellular radio

network.

14. A cellular packet radio system, comprising:

at least one mobile station that can be simultaneously

attached to a packet radio network and a cellular radio

network,

40

60

65

at least one packet radio support node connected to a

digital cellular radio network offering to said at least

one packet radio support node a radio interface for

packet-switched data transfer with said at least one

mobile station,

at least one home location register storing information on

which networks the mobile station is attached to,

wherein

the support node of the packet radio network sends a

message to the digital cellular radio network when the

mobile station becomes attached to the digital cellular

radio network through the support node, said message

containing information on the fact that the indication

possibly held in the registers of the digital cellular radio

network of the fact that the mobile station could not be

reached is to be cleared, and

the digital cellular radio network, in response to receipt of

said information from the packet radio support node,

clears the indication possibly held in its registers of the

fact that the mobile station could not be reached and not

to send to the home location register an indication of

the attach of the mobile station to the cellular radio

network.

15.A cellular packet radio system, comprising at least one

mobile station,

at least one packet radio support node connected to a

digital cellular radio network offering to said at least

one support node a radio interface for packet-switched

data transfer with said at least one mobile station,

at least one gateway mobile switching center for short

message service connected to the packet radio support

node and to the digital cellular radio network for

delivery of short messages to the at least one mobile

station,

at least one home location register for maintaining routing

addresses and subscriber data for mobile stations,

the home location register gives the address of the packet

radio network and the address of the cellular radio

network in response to a mobile-terminated short mes-
sage routing information inquiry when the mobile

station is attached to both networks, the home location

register gives only the address of the packet radio

network or the address of the cellular radio network in

response to a mobile-terminated short message routing

information inquiry when the mobile station is attached

to the packet radio network or to the cellular radio

network only,

the gateway mobile switching center for short message

service delivers a mobile-terminated short message

primarily through the serving packet radio support node

of the packet radio network using the address of the

packet radio network, if the home location register

gives both addresses,

the gateway mobile switching center for short message

service delivers a mobile-terminated short message,

through the packet radio network or through the cel-

lular radio network only, if the home location register

gives the address of the packet radio network or the

address of the cellular radio network only,

wherein if the packet radio support node does not succeed

in delivering the short message to the mobile station,

the packet radio support node inserts into the failure

report message sent to the gateway mobile switching

center for short message service an indication of the

fact that the mobile station cannot be reached through

the packet radio network,
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the gateway mobile switching center for short message

service, in response to said indication, inserts the same
indication to the delivery report message sent to the

home location register, and

the home location register is adapted, in response to

receipt of said indication, to store said indication in its

registers,

the home location register gives, in response to a routing

information inquiry, the address of the digital cellular

radio network only when said indication is stored in the

subscriber data for the mobile station, even though the

mobile station were attached to both networks.

16. A cellular radio network, comprising:

a primary network offering a first data transfer route,

at least one network node in the primary network,

a secondary network offering a second data transfer route,

at least one mobile station that can be simultaneously

attached to the primary network and to the secondary

network,

at least one gateway mobile switching center for short

message service connected to the primary network and

to the secondary network for delivery of short messages

to the mobile stations,

at least one home location register for maintaining routing

addresses and subscriber data for mobile stations,

the home location register gives the address in the primary

network and optionally the address in the secondary

network in response to a mobile-terminated short mes-

sage routing information inquiry when the mobile

station is attached to both networks,

the home location register gives only the address in the

primary network or the address in the secondary net-

work in response to a mobile-terminated short message

routing information inquiry when the mobile station is

attached to the primary network or to the secondary

network only,

the gateway mobile switching center for short message

service delivers a mobile-terminated short message

primarily through the network node of the primary

network using the address in the primary network, if the

home location register gives both addresses,

the gateway mobile switching center for short message

service delivers a mobile-terminated short message

through the primary network or only through the sec-

ondary network, if the home location register gives the

address of the primary network or only the address of

the secondary network,

wherein if the network node does not succeed in deliv-

ering the short message to the mobile station,

the network node inserts into the failure report message

sent to the gateway mobile switching center for short

message service an indication of the fact that the

mobile station cannot be reached through the primary

network,

the gateway mobile switching center for short message

service, in response to said indication, inserts the same
indication into the delivery report message sent to the

home location register, and

the home location register, in response to receipt of said

indication, stores said indication in its registers,

the home location register gives, in response to a routing

information inquiry, the address of the secondary net-

work only when said indication is stored in the sub-

scriber data for the mobile station, even though the

mobile station were attached to both networks.

10
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17. The cellular radio network as claimed in claim 16,

wherein a network operator can determine which one of the

networks is to be used as the primary network and which one

as the secondary network.

18.A subscriber data base in a telecommunication system,

which comprises:

two different networks capable of delivering short mes-

sages to a mobile station operating in the two networks,

one of the networks being a primary network and the

other one being a secondary network so that attempts to

reach the mobile station are primarily made through the

primary network first for delivering short messages to

the mobile station, and the mobile station may be

attached to the primary and secondary network

simultaneously, the subscriber database comprising

subscriber data, routing information and sending means

for sending a response to a routing information request,

wherein

the subscriber database comprises memory means for

maintaining reachability information on whether the

mobile station is reachable through the primary

network, and

the sending means are responsive to reachability infor-

mation and include into the response to the routing

information request

an address in the primary network and optionally an

address in the secondary network, if the mobile station

is reachable through the primary network, or

an address in the secondary network, if the mobile station

is not reachable through the primary network.

19. A cellular packet radio system, comprising:

at least one mobile station,

a digital cellular radio network offering a radio interface

for data transfer with said

at least one mobile station,

at least one packet radio support node connected to the

digital cellular radio network,

at least one gateway mobile switching center for short

message service connected to the packet radio support

node and to the digital cellular radio network for

delivery of short messages to the mobile station,

at least one home location register for maintaining routing

addresses for the mobile station,

the gateway mobile switching center for short message
service to deliver a mobile-terminated short message

primarily through the serving packet radio support node

of the packet radio network using the address of the

packet radio network and to attempt retransmission of

the short message through the digital cellular radio

network in response to a failure report message

received from the packet radio support node if the

home location register gives both addresses,

wherein if the packet radio support node does not succeed

in delivering the short message to the mobile station,

the packet radio support node inserts into said failure

report message information preventing the gateway

mobile switching center for short message service from

retransmitting the short message through the digital

cellular radio network and to send said failure report

message to said gateway mobile switching center for

short message service.
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